law dialogue that acknowledges and even incorporates the jurisprudence of other States parties, thereby creating a culture of comity among ratifying States.5 In this respect, Americans consider themselves 'mavericks,' doing things their own way and often out of their own mixed traditions.
This chapter will show that the us has recognized the international legal foundations of its domestic refugee statute in various ways. For instance, training materials for first-tier decision makers ("asylum officers") emphasize international human rights law and the international context of domestic refugee law. Similarly, in many instances, including in Supreme Court and key federal court decisions, the us has applied a human rights framework to refugee law decisionmaking, even if not done explicitly. It will be shown that this is especially in the interpretation of the key term "persecution" in the refugee definition.
As such, this chapter will show that the us has played a leadership role internationally with respect to some key areas of refugee law doctrine. Today, the us boasts a robust and, in many areas, an increasingly progressive body of refugee law. However, this is often as a result of "bottom up" change, that is, the work of practitioners representing individual clients, transforming the institutional decision-making culture, and creating pressure for formalized doctrinal change.
The us, Human Rights and Internationalist Approaches to Asylum Law
The paradox in the us relationship to international human rights law harkens back to the role of the us in the original development of the international human rights movement. On the one hand, in the years after World War ii, the United States was one of the leaders in the movement for the formalization of international human rights principles. Especially through the efforts of Eleanor Roosevelt6 and Louis Henkin,7 it was deeply involved in drafting the foundational
